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ABSTRACT

Light controller is designed to control light in many situations. The mission of this 

program is to maintain and improve the quality of the light as we desired. The majority of all 

indoor and outdoor lighting in the home today is provided by incandescent lamps, commonly 

referred to as conventional "light bulbs".

In this thesis, the light bulb is the most widely used lamp in residential and many 

commercial and industrial lighting applications for general lighting. Light controller are a type of 

incandescent lamp that gives "whiter" light, lasts longer, is usually small, is slightly more 

efficient than normal bulb. Light controller will become more popular for lighting stores, 

buildings, hotels, and houses.

This light controller can be use at many places. For example it can be a light 

dimmer, light dimmer allows the knob controlling of the light output (the light intensity) 

of different lighting instruments. A light dimmer allows controlling of light bulb 

brightness. The basic idea of dimmer operation is that it limits the electrical power that 

gets to the light bulb. Dimmers today come in many styles to control different types of 

loads. There are also some other dimmer types used in some special applications 

(variable transformers, simple resistors for very low power bulbs and PWM controllers 

for DC lights). Typical light dimmer circuits use Pulse Width Modulation (PWM) to 

control the brightness of the bulb. It controls the brightness of the bulb by turning the 

bulb ON for part of time and then OFF for part of time. The brightness of the bulb is a 

function of the ON time to the OFF time. Dimmers designed to dim DC light bulbs 

generally work in this way, they just have an adjustable free-running oscillator with 

variable pulse width to control the light output.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 BACKGROUND

There are not too many residents or domestics house owner in Malaysia whose have 

automatics system or advanced system provided in their buildings because this aspect that 

most Malaysians people do not seems to take much notice of. So we decide to design and 

build a project that can improve the aspect of light system.

Nowadays, people always think of high expenses price to buy a light with controller 

because of the cost but they don’t think twice. In a long time duration, when we talk about 

the system, it is more effective and cost less. So to encounter this entire problem we decided 

to make up a project call “LIGHT CONTROLLER”.

With this light controller, we can control the light either it bright or dim as we desired or 

just follow the timer that we set in the light controller itself. Apart from that, this light 

controller is totally different compare to other project because it has proven can make our 

life become more perfect because it has many advantages such as it can save time, energy 

and up grade the life of the owner at their home, hotels or buildings.

At the same time by using this light controller, it can save money and energy of 

manpower because the system itself can operate as set on it or as we desired. So no 

electricity wastage and we don’t need to spend a lot of money to pay electricity bills.

So we strongly believe that the device or this light controller can be commercialized 

worldwide as world today are getting more developed and the number of people and building 

increased day by day.
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